Engagement with figshare……
(A story of how I stopped worrying and just got on with it)

Mark – Research Librarian  @oaokcardiffmet

Figshare Fest 2019
Not in Kansas

Post-92 University

Teaching led and thus *income*

New(ish) focus on research
Blank Slate

‘Supporting’ research

Library inside/out

Open Research Environment

REF Hammer
Lucky You

‘Older’ repository software

Hard to maintain/develop

Expanding role of data/objects
Hard to Find

Engaging research services/office

Finding researchers

Resource > Effort > Benefit

Needed something new.....
Mr November

Enter figshare

Now what to do......

Researcher POV

Research services led
Conversation 16

New beginnings

Not really working......

Too many ‘nice’ conversations

Too much email....
The Pull of You
I Am Easy to Find

Effect so far.....

‘The Heuristics’ are good

Be everywhere/anywhere

Hasn’t diluted the message
Slow Show

What’s left to do.....

Event approach – Figshare Feb

Information flow

Connection to projects/groups

Remember the nice conversations
All The Wine

Thanks for listening!

@oaokcardiffmet